
The EnergyHub System
Energy and Power capacity management

using PV, energy storage and a DC nanogrid

Check out www.ferroamp.com for more detailed information
Contact Ferroamp at +46 8 684 333 90 or via info@ferroamp.com

EnergyHub use DC grid technology to integrate energy production
from the sun and wind with energy storage and EV charging.
The result is lower installation cost today, but even more important ,
it makes future modifications easier when new technology, load patterns
and grid policies changes during the expected life time of the PV system.

DC nanogrid - smarter to build and own

A bridge between two worlds
EnergyHub converts energy in both directions!
The EnergyHub is used for both PV production and
energy storage / EV charging, transferring energy between
grids on demand. The EnergyHub is scalable and capacity
can be matched to any system requirement.
The wall mount unit is used for systems up to 14kW. Larger systems, up to MW size,
are built with 28kW, 19" inch rack modules.

ACE - Adaptive Current Equalization
The ACE function transfer energy between phase
conductors in three phase systems to protect mains fuses
and reduce neutral current.

Wind complements solar power
When connecting weather dependent production to energy storage,
the harvested energy can be used more efficiently.
The DC nanogrid topology allows for the generator to be placed
where the wind is, up to 1 km from the grid connection.

PV production without limits
Using smart , distributed electronics, we connect PV strings with
unique production control, greater f lexibility and security. All PV

strings are connected to the DC nanogrid for easier
installation and efficient energy transmission.

It will soon be possible to run
appliances on DC power.

Prepare your facility
for the future, already today.

DC loads

Smart and efficient EV charging
Send DC energy directly to the electric

car with less conversion.
Charge smarter, faster, from the sun

and storage with controlled power from the grid

Store energy in the battery directly from the sun. Cut
the re-route via AC and minimize conversion losses.
The EnergyHub storage topology allows for dynamic

sizing of energy and power capacity. Combine batteries
with different age, chemistry and size, in the same system

Scalable and integrated energy storage

EnergyHub cloud
Understand your consumption, production and system

performance. The EnergyHub Cloud provides high resolution
data in real time for full control of your plant. Built- in analysis

tools provides better decision support for energy and
power efficiency measures.


